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EpicORB Anonymous, Secure Mobile 
Communications Application  

 

NSA, Email Providers, Search Engines, Employers, Hackers, Messenger Apps, Internet 
Clicks and Browsing - Enough Already! – Stop Trackers with EpicORB, an Anonymous, 
Encrypted, Safe and Private Communications App  

 

Buffalo Grove, IL October 29th, 2014 – EpicORB, announces App Store availability of its Anonymous, 

Encrypted  Video/Calling, and Email communications app for any 3G and 4G wireless WI-FI networks and 

personal and public WI-FI. Communicate using voice or video using 100% encrypted communications 

to prevent exposure of your private content to real time snooping and other attacks.   

EpicORB is the communications and messaging app leader for privacy protection and security.  It is a 

secure and anonymous alternative to other very simplistic mobile messaging apps like WhatsApp 

and Snapchat.  EpicORB provides ultimate privacy in communication.  It enables complete control 

by the party that creates any text, voice, picture, or video communication, as well as business files 

and documents.  The creator never loses ownership of his or her original works.  EpicORB’s private 

communications are not captured for all posterity like most email and social network sites and 

apps.   EpicORB doesn’t just auto-expire either.  It can auto-expire on YOUR terms and never leaves 

a trace of any private communication on EpicORB servers, internal systems, or backups.  It leaves no 

trace on the sender’s or receiver(s) mobile device. 

EpicORB also announces the delivery of our fully encrypted, secure, safe and anonymous Email 

server, which is accessible from your computers and Internet enabled mobile devices. EpicORB 

lights up a notification alert on the receiving party’s EpicORB mobile app when an email, document 

or file is received. 

EpicORB is the industry’s leading app for the best privacy protection.  EpicORB provides secure 

communications.  It never needs any personal information from you and it does not steal any 

personally identifiable information from you or from your phone.  You will not see any EpicORB 

communications in the next Snowden-type reveal, but you can expect to see other competitive 

apps.   Internal intelligence agency documents showed that popular competitive apps were 

allegedly used by the NSA to track consumer activities and behavior.  

 If you have had enough, are tired of looking the other way, and no longer want to be victimized by 

the constant theft of your personal data and 24/7 invasion of your privacy, you now have an 

alternative.  Use EpicORB for your texting, picture, voice, and video communications.  But even 

better, the EpicORB app now includes phone calls and live video chats!   

About EpicORB – Find more on YouTube:  www.EpicORB.com   - http://youtu.be/-AGntIEoKKo  

Paul Wemlinger - President 414-202-9677 pwemlinger@everyonetexts.com 

https://twitter.com/pwemlinger  

 Steven Meister - Founder/Evangelist /Shareholder 847-791-7838 stevenmeister@epicorb.com    

https://twitter.com/StevenAMeister  
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